Tata Motors showcases country’s first LNG-powered bus
Thiruvananthapuram, November 08, 2016: Tata Motors, India’s largest commercial vehicles manufacturer
and among the Top 10 globally, today showcased the country’s first LNG (liquefied natural gas) powered bus
in Kerala, in the presence of Hon’ble Minister of MoPNG (Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas) Shri
Dharmendra Pradhan and Hon’ble Chief Minister of Kerala Shri Pinarayi Vijayan.
With India expected to see an increase in demand for LNG over the coming years, owing to increased demand
from the power, fertilizer and automotive sectors, the government plans to move towards a gas-based
economy, with Kerala as the first state to explore trial run of LNG-driven technology.
Mr. Ravi Pisharody, Executive Director - Commercial Vehicles, Tata Motors said – “We at Tata Motors
are proud to showcase the country’s first LNG bus; our gas-fueled people mover. As one of the country’s
largest bus manufacturers, the Tata LNG bus is based on the Tata Motors understanding of the various
transport authorities for public transport, creating a win-win situation for all stakeholders – for clean, safe,
affordable and comfortable commuting. With LNG, we are not only FUTUREADY, but are extending that
capability towards the energy security of our nation.”
Tata Motors has pioneered the introduction of Natural gas vehicles (CNG) in the country, with a large fleet of
buses running in various parts of the country. Tata Motors LNG powered Tata LPO1613 bus, is lighter in weight
compared to buses powered by conventional fuels, and has enhanced levels of payload. Moving towards gas
power, will not only contribute majorly towards decreasing emissions for a cleaner environment, but will also
ensure better fuel efficiency, due to high energy density of LNG, providing for a longer range at more than
700km in one filling. LPG powered vehicles also ensure better Noise Vibration Harshness (NVH)
characteristics for passenger comfort.
With growing availability of LNG at a cheaper cost, as compared to HSD (High Speed Diesel), LNG also lowers
the operating cost of vehicles, further enhancing the efficiency of operators. High energy density and liquid
form allows LNG to be stored in smaller size cylinders with a packaging that’s similar to diesel fuel. LNG is
also a cleaner fuel and reduces greenhouse gas emissions by 30% with respect to conventional liquid fuels.
LNG system operates at lower pressure and also evaporates quickly, given that it is lighter than air and hence
evaporates extremely quickly under atmospheric pressure and temperature, hence safer. LNG will also help
reduce the dependence on expensive crude oil.
Tata Motors first showcased LNG technology on the Tata PRIMA Truck, at Auto Expo 2014 in New Delhi.
About Tata Motors buses:
Tata Motors is one of the country’s largest bus manufacturer with the most complete range of transit vehicles
that meet every need, arising from day-to-day travel. It has continued to be a leader in this segment not just
by setting technological benchmarks, but by adapting innovations effectively to suit Indian travel conditions.
With a whole range of coach designs, e.g. microbus, intercity and touring coaches, Tata Motors is able to
actively participate in the development and implementation of solutions for mass passenger transport in the
worlds’ main markets. With a range of hybrid and electric bus technologies, Tata Motors is adding yet another
exciting new dimension to one of the largest commercial vehicle markets in the world.
Besides its partnership with ACGL of Goa, Tata Motors also has a joint venture with Marcopolo S.A. of Brazil,
one of the largest bus body manufactures in the world, for fully-built bus (FBV) solutions, with greater average
speeds, safety and comfort, for a ‘Metro like feel’. Tata Motors approach of manufacturing FBVs (Fully Building
Vehicles), meets the government’s new norms in terms of safety, fuel efficiency, wider bus gangways, with the
flexibility to be powered by both CNG and Diesel.
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The company recently signed a contract to supply 25 nos. of the Tata Starbus Diesel Series Hybrid Electric
Bus with Full Low floor configuration, with the Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority (MMRDA)
– the single largest order awarded for Hybrid Electric vehicle technology. With these buses, the MMRDA will
connect Bandra Kurla Complex (BKC) to the railways stations of Sion, Bandra and Kurla in the next one year,
improving feeder services, to the fastest-growing business hub in Mumbai.
At the Auto Expo 2016, Tata Motors also introduced the Tata ULTRA-Electric Bus at the Auto Expo 2016. With
complete electric drivetrain and zero emissions, Tata ULTRA electric bus ensures low NVH (Noise, Vibration
and Harshness) for comfortable passenger. Built on the popular Tata ULTRA platform, the TATA ULTRA
ELECTRIC BUS is based on the convenience of the urban commuters. The vehicle dimensions and the seating
capacity make a perfect combination for staff, school and general city transportation.
About Tata Motors:
Tata Motors Limited is India’s largest automobile company, with consolidated revenues of INR 2, 75, 561
crores (USD 41.6 billion) in 2015-16. Through subsidiaries and associate companies, Tata Motors has
operations in the UK, South Korea, Thailand, South Africa and Indonesia. Among them is Jaguar Land Rover,
the business comprising the two iconic British brands. It also has an industrial joint venture with Fiat in
India. With over 9 million Tata vehicles plying in India, Tata Motors is the country’s market leader in commercial
vehicles and among the top in passenger vehicles. Tata cars, buses and trucks are being marketed in several
countries in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, South East Asia, South America, Australia, CIS and
Russia.
(www.tatamotors.com; also follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/TataMotors)
For more details, please contact:
Tata Motors Corporate Communications
E-mail: indiacorpcomm@tatamotors.com
Tel: +91 22-66657613
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